
 

Richard Gentle Says: "There Is No Secret!"
After 32 years of exploration into personal reality and the 'law of attraction', Richard Gentle
concludes that there is no hidden secret to personal success and fulfilment in life.

United Kingdom of Great Britain & N. Ireland, Apr 06, 2013 -- For centuries, people
have openly hidden, so-to-speak, the obvious. And when a few have discovered the
value of this free knowledge, they have often wrapped the truth in fantastic stories,
secret messages, mysterious rituals, conspiratorial deflections, and ornate costumes!
In modern times, many have made their personal fortune from selling the knowledge
piecemeal. So why then, is Richard Gentle selling his book for £150 and not at a
more normal, lower price?

"Like many before me, I have spent years examining and testing the validity of 'get
rich quick' and 'solve all your problems' schemes, workshops, books and these days,
multimedia presentations. Pretty much all of them offer the same bottom-line
teachings. The main differences between the best of them simply consist of new
terms and practices packaged by often charismatic individuals who are excellent at
selling themselves in a convincing manner, with a new twist on what has gone
before. I am not simply selling a few pages between a glossy cover; I am offering
what has taken years to assimilate; the collation of the most relevant knowledge in
one place; all that anyone needs to know about changing any life situation they are
experiencing – without having to spend their own time searching, sifting, or testing.
Furthermore, you do not need to pay to attend any workshop or course and you don't
even have to pay for the usually associated travel and accommodation!"

Despite how it may seem, Gentle does not intend to take anything away from those
individuals already spreading the message in their own ways:

"Much of the information they provide is genuine and helpful. My main issue is that
many of the American proponents often take 30 minutes before they start to tell you
anything and then expect you to pay several hundred Dollars to hear the punch line-
and often that does not solve your problems because there is personal 'work' you have
to do – and that also has to be paid for."

Gentle says that everything you need to know in order to enjoy a more fulfilled life –
whether it's more wealth, better relationships- or whatever you desire, is completely
free – if you know where to look and what to look for! Many things can help you to
feel good for a short time, but often no lasting change takes place. It's like watching a
great TV show or film, or taking various drugs. You have some improved feelings for
a time, but then you need another 'fix' to keep those feelings going.
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"This is why I wrote the book, 'What Ever You Think'. It places responsibility firmly
with the individual in a way that no one has to defer to others' to "rescue" them. If
you keep reading the information until it makes sense (which it does on many levels)
you will discover how easy it is to bring about new circumstances in your life. It will,
however, require some personal faith in the beginning."

Gentle's book is slightly unusual in that it takes the core teachings of 3 off-world
'channels', Seth, Abraham and Bashar, rather than focusing on the traditional works
of great teachers from Earth's history.

"What I like about the channelled information, is that it is very precise and
to-the-point. It is not dressed up in flimflam or delivered by people with more interest
in their own ego and self-aggrandisement, than in helping others. The information
still fits with much of that delivered by great masters throughout the Earth's history,
but it also has an extra component of authenticity that is particularly helpful in its
clarity for those seeking the truth about their experience; notably, a far more
expansive view of the universe than most humans have a conscious awareness or
experience of."

It is true that most of the book's content is available from other sources for free, but
with organised, original quotes (in italics), interlaced with Gentle's own commentary
(in plain text), it's unlikely you will find the information organised so clearly
anywhere else. This it appears is what Gentle is charging you for. He adds:

"When a person perceives that something has value, he or she is much more inclined
to give it their full attention. This isn't by any means a religious book, but if it were, it
would be the Bible of the 21st Century."

A bold claim perhaps, but the book certainly makes for some interesting reading.

"Even I re-read it often." says Gentle. "Just because I have the answers, doesn't mean
I'm a master- well, not yet! But it does mean that I can practice the right focus."

For more information, see richardgentle.co.uk

For more informaion,please visit:
http://www.richardgentle.co.uk

Contact Information:
Name: Richard Gentle
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Company: Richard Gentle

Website: http://www.richardgentle.co.uk
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